Background: Data from large Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) experiments present challenges both in terms of costs associated with storage and in time required for file transfer. It is sometimes possible to store only a summary relevant to particular applications, but generally it is desirable to keep all information needed to revisit experimental results in the future. Thus, the need for efficient lossless compression methods for NGS reads arises. It has been shown that NGS-specific compression schemes can improve results over generic compression methods, such as the Lempel-Ziv algorithm, Burrows-Wheeler transform, or Arithmetic Coding. When a reference genome is available, effective compression can be achieved by first aligning the reads to the reference genome, and then encoding each read using the alignment position combined with the differences in the read relative to the reference. These reference-based methods have been shown to compress better than reference-free schemes, but the alignment step they require demands several hours of CPU time on a typical dataset, whereas reference-free methods can usually compress in minutes. Results: We present a new approach that achieves highly efficient compression by using a reference genome, but completely circumvents the need for alignment, affording a great reduction in the time needed to compress. In contrast to reference-based methods that first align reads to the genome, we hash all reads into Bloom filters to encode, and decode by querying the same Bloom filters using read-length subsequences of the reference genome. Further compression is achieved by using a cascade of such filters. Conclusions: Our method, called BARCODE, runs an order of magnitude faster than reference-based methods, while compressing an order of magnitude better than reference-free methods, over a broad range of sequencing coverage. In high coverage (50-100 fold), compared to the best tested compressors, BARCODE saves 80-90% of the running time while only increasing space slightly.
Background
Deep sequencing has become almost ubiquitous in biology over the last decade. In the past five years, sequencing costs were halved every 5 months, while storage costs were halved every 14 months [1] . The long term effect of this trend is a growing gap between our capacity to store and analyze sequencing data, and our capacity to generate such data. For sharing results of large-scale experiments, the effects have already become readily apparent: physical hard disk transfer has become a common practice, and cloud analysis platforms have been embraced in order to avoid the prohibitive time requirements needed to download or store huge volumes.
As a result, much effort has been placed on representing sequencing data more compactly. Specialized compression tools tailored to this context have emerged, improving upon general purpose compressors, such as gzip. These tools fall into two categories -reference-based [2, 3] , and reference-free [4] [5] [6] . The former methods utilize knowledge of the genome from which reads were extracted (with mutations and errors), while the latter use no prior information. A recent article described the Pistoa Sequence Squeeze competition, wherein the relative merits of many of these methods were compared. This article also introduced new high performance methods that were among the competition leaders [1] .
Compression algorithms are evaluated by two main criteria: their compression ratio, namely, the ratios of compressed file sizes to original file sizes, and by their speed. In the context of compressing reads, compression ratios are often expressed in terms of the average number of bits per base for a fixed read length. Currently, reference-based methods generally compress most effectively, but require long run times. In order to compress reads, referencebased methods first call on a short-read aligner to find a best alignment position for each read. Such an alignment typically has only a few (or no) mismatches relative to the reference. Reads can then be represented as integers marking reference positions instead of as sequences, along with the set of differences relative to the reference. Further refinements can then be applied, such as sorting the reads by reference position and then encoding differences between consecutive positions to use fewer bits, and employing Huffman coding to encode more common mutations with less bits than rare ones [3, 2] . Referencefree methods employ a variety of techniques, including boosting schemes for general purpose compressors [4, 6] , rough assembly for the sake of emulating reference-based compression [5] , and arithmetic coding/context modeling approaches, which trade increases in run time for better compression ratios [1] .
There is therefore an inherent tradeoff between runtime and compression ratio. Specifically, even though compression ratios are impressive for reference-based methods, their running times are often prohibitively high. In this work we propose a new method, Bloom filter Alignment-free Reference-based COmpression and DEcompression (BARCODE, abbreviated to BRC below), which achieves high compression ratios with a dramatic decrease of runtime. BARCODE does so by leveraging the space efficiency of Bloom filters, probabilistic data structures allowing queries of set membership. Their use has recently grown in popularity in bioinformatics [7, 8, 5, 9] , mainly to avoid the memory overhead needed to store large collections of k-length substrings of sequenced reads (k-mers) used to represent nodes of de Bruijn graphs in de novo assembly. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first use of Bloom filters for NGS compression.
Here, we adopt a similar scheme to that used for assembly in two recent works [8, 10] . We hash whole reads into BFs as a means of compression. In tests performed, BARCODE's run times are closest to those reference-free methods while its compression ratios near those of reference-based methods. In as little as a ninth of the running time, we are able to compress to within less than 20% of the compression ratios observed for reference-based methods. We demonstrate that with higher coverage levels, BARCODE's efficiency improves, whereas reference-based methods show no improvement, while the gap in run time grows more severe. By comparing our method with several existing tools, we show its superior balance of speed and compression efficiency.
Methods

Technical background
A Bloom filter (BF) is an array A of size m having all positions initially marked 0. Elements are inserted into A by applying a collection of h hash functions: the output of each specifies a position to be marked with a 1 in A. Querying whether or not an element has been inserted involves applying the same h hash functions and checking the values at the positions they return. If at least one hash function returns 0, the element definitely was not inserted; if all 1s return, either it has been inserted, or it is a false positive. For a BF of size m, n entries can be inserted by h hash functions to achieve a false positive rate F ≈ (1 − e (−hn/m) ) h . In [11] , it is shown that for fixed m and n, F is minimized with h = ln(2)r, where r = m/n. Plugging this value back in for F leads to F = c r , where c = 0.6185.
Encoding and decoding using a Bloom filter
Our method involves two basic processes: BF loading and querying. We initially assume all reads are unique and later relax this assumption. We load all reads into a BF B, and then use the reference genome to query it. We query B with read length subsequences (and their reverse complements) from all possible start positions on the genome. This allows us to identify all of the potential reads that correspond to genome positions, a set that covers most of the hashed reads. Some of the accepted reads will be false positives. In order to avoid them in the decoding process, we identify a set FP corresponding to all reads accepted by B that are not in the original read set. Additionally, since the reads are taken from a specimen whose genome contains mutations compared to the reference (and since sequencing is error-prone), some reads will not be recovered by querying the genome. We call this set of reads FN. FN and FP are stored separately from B, and compressed using an off-the-shelf compression tool. For a set of unique reads, this suffices to allow a complete reconstruction of the reads.
Decoding proceeds by decompressing B, FN, and FP, and then repeating the querying procedure. We initialize the read set to FN. Then, we query B with each position from the genome as done to identify elements of FP. Whenever B accepts we check if the accepted read is not also in FP, and add it to the read set if it isn't. To remove the unique read restriction, we first move all repeated reads to FN before loading B. We treat reads containing 'N' characters similarly. These two additions allow us to circumvent an inherent limitation of Bloom filters -the loss of multiplicity information -and reduces the entropy in the (now multi-) set FN, making it more compressible. The encoding process with one BF is detailed in steps 1-4 of Figure 1 and Algorithm 1. The relative contributions of error reads and repeated reads to FN are discussed in the appendix.
Algorithm 1 Encode one Input: R, G; Output: B, FN, FP Conventions: Let g be the length of the reference genome G, q i be the i th genome query, ℓ read be the sequenced read length, and P be the set of genome queries accepted by B. For brevity, we exhibit queries from only the forward strand, whereas our implementation queries (and accepts from) both strands.
Encoding and decoding using a BF cascade
Although appealingly simple, we found the above method did not offer competitive compression, as the costs imposed encoding FP and FN outweighed the benefit of storing the unique reads in B. Thus, to reduce the number of false positives that need to be compressed separately, we use a cascade of BFs as in [10] . To this end, we rename B and FP above as B 1 and FP 1 , respectively. We consider B 1 to be the first BF in a cascade, and each element of FP 1 is then hashed into a subsequent BF B 2 . We note that since B 2 is meant to store false positive reads it should reject true reads: thus, any element of R' (the set of unique reads) accepted by B 2 is a false positive relative to B 2 . Thus, to identify FP 2 , we add each element accepted by querying R' against B 2 . This process can be continued for any Figure 1 The encoding process.
Step 1 separates the unique reads set R' from the repeated reads set FN. In step 2 unique reads (R') are hashed into a BF B1 and the rest assigned to a set FN. In steps 3-4 all read-length sequences of the reference genome G are queried and reads accepted by B 1 that are not in R' are added to FP 1 . Steps 5-10 show subsequent encoding via a BF cascade. False positives relative to each BF are input to the next BF. Each BF is then queried by using the set loaded into the last BF in the cascade. In step 11 additional compression is perfomed on the resulting BFs and sets. Orange arrows indicate assignments. Purple arrows marked with Q(.) indicate BF queries with sets denoted in parenthesis. Blue arrows indicate BF loading. desired number of BFs. Once BFs are loaded in this way, to identify real reads, we query each BF in the cascade and accept reads only if the index of the first BF to reject them is even.
Since elements inserted to BF j are necessarily a subset of those inserted to BF j−2 , we see an exponential dropoff in BF size (since F is fixed). Since sizes for successive BFs alternately depend on n and (2g − n)rF ≈ 2grF (the number of false positives expected for 2g queries from G multiplied by the cost per element, assuming g >> n), we expect the total file size to be approximately (nr + 2grF + nrF + 2grF 2 + ...) bits. Using F = c r from above, we observe that for an infinite cascade, the average number of bits per read is then
Here the left hand side represents the sum of costs due to the expected number of elements in each BF for an infinite cascade. In practice, we use four BFs and a numerical solver in scipy [12] employing the L-BFGS-B [13] algorithm to find the value of r minimizing the above expression. The small list FP 4 is encoded separately along with FN. The process is described in Figure 1 steps 5-11 and Algorithm 2. Decoding proceeds using queries from G as before, but in this case each accepted read is used to query subsequent BFs until rejection. This is depicted in Figure 2and 
Additional compression
BF parameters are automatically set to make each BF more compressible. This involves incrementing the number of hash functions for each BF from 1 to the minimal number that allows it to both have an uncompressed file size lower than a preset threshold (we used 500 MB) and obtain the value of F from equation 1. Typically, this results in h being in the range of 1 to 3. We do this in order to reduce each BF's compressed size (at the expense of increasing its RAM occupation); this practice is introduced in [11] .
Once BFs are loaded and the sets FP4 and FN are identified, we use 7zip [14] to compress the B1, ..., B4 and SCALCE [4] to compress the output lists FP 4 and FN. In principle, any general compression tool can be used for the BFs, and it is preferable to use a tool that takes advantage of existing sequence overlaps among the leftover reads to compress them efficiently.
Results and discussion
Comparison on simulated reads
We simulated reads from Human (hg19) chromosome 20 using dwgsim [15] . This tool introduces mutations into the reference genome and then samples reads from both genome strands using a user-defined per base error rate. We sampled 100 bp single end reads at various coverage levels with a 0.001 mutation rate and a per base error rate increasing from 0 to 0.005 from the 5' to the 3' end of reads (in line with current estimates of Illumina error rates [16] ). We also demonstrated the effect of varying the error rate In Figure 4 . All reported results were run on a 16 core AMD Opteron 6140 (2.6 GHz) 128 GB RAM server, running the Ubuntu 12.04 Linux operating system.
We found that BARCODE compresses more effectively at higher coverage. Although the proportion of reads in FN increases as the proportion of unique reads decreases (Table 1) , BARCODE benefits from SCALCE's increasing efficiency due to greater redundancy among FNs. BARCODE's decode times were similar to its encode times, as would be expected since both rely on the same genome querying procedure.
To demonstrate that our use of BFs improves upon SCALCE's compression results, we compared our results with SCALCE run on all reads. We also tested quip [5] and fastqz [1] , state-of-the-art tools in terms of both compression efficiency and speed [1] . All three tools either output compression results or ratios separately for sequences, read names, and quality scores. We note that the best performers in the Sequence Squeeze competition in terms of base compression ratio, Sam-comp and CRAM, did not provide such outputs and thus did not allow direct comparison. Quip and fastqz also include both reference-based and reference-free modes. We performed alignment via bowtie2 [17] for quip runs while fastqz performed its own alignment. To ensure a fair comparison, all tools were run as a single thread when possible, including calls to 7zip and SCALCE from BAR-CODE. Fastqz used three threads during its run, as this was not a user-selectable parameter, but each thread was assigned to one of sequences, qualities, and names. Figure 3 compares BARCODE with other tools in terms of run time and compression efficiency. A full listing of program parameters used is provided in Table 2 .
Overall, we found the compression ratio improved with greater coverage for all reference-free methods, and remained essentially constant for reference-based methods. Figure 3 shows that reference-based compressors are better in compression ratios but reference-free compressors are faster (An exception to this trend was fastqz, whose reference-based version is faster than its reference-free version, likely due to the use of context model-based arithmetic coding). Quip performed poorly in compressing sequences without a reference, showing it has apparently been optimized for speed and perhaps compression of qualities and read names. SCALCE shows strong dependence of compression ratio on coverage, as would be expected by its leverage of the recurrence of long subsequences. BARCODE takes advantage of this trend to also improve with higher coverage, even as the proportion of reads hashed to BFs decreases (See Table 1 ). BARCODE's times are closest to SCALCE and reference-free quip, and its compression ratios approach those of reference based methods, especially at higher coverage values. For most coverage values, it maintains an order of magnitude time advantage vs. referencebased methods (~2-3x vs. fastqz,~5-7x vs. quip), as well as an order of magnitude compression advantage of the tested reference-free methods.
Higher coverage, longer reads
We tested scenarios of higher coverage and longer read lengths: (1) coverage 100 and read length 100 bp, (2) coverage 100 and read length 200 bp, and (3) coverage 200 and read length 400 bp. Table 3 shows a continuation of the trends expressed at lower coverage levels. Higher coverage aided reference-free methods, but not reference-based methods. Longer reads improved compression ratios in each case with the exception of fastqz -r. We observed larger impacts on run time as a result of doubling read length than coverage.
Conclusions
We have presented a new approach to compressing sequencing reads, bridging the gap between the speed of The effect of varying error rate. BARCODE runs are shown with error rates varying from 5' to 3' ends as indicated in the figure legend. Compression ratios increase with greater error, but higher coverage compensates somewhat. Overall, as coverage increases, run time is effected by increasing error more than compression ratios, as can be seen by the decreasing slopes between fixed coverage points between the green and red curve and between the red and purple curves. Table 2 Program parameters used in compression tool comparison (Figure 3 alignment-free, reference-free methods and the compression efficiency of reference-based methods. We have tested the dependence of extant sequence compressors on coverage levels and shown that while reference-based methods compress most efficiently, they place a heavy burden on CPU times due to alignment and cannot leverage added redundancy to benefit compression ratios. Reference-free methods do benefit from higher coverage, but maintain a considerable distance from reference-based methods in terms of compression ratios even at the highest levels tested. Although we have shown that our new method, BARCODE, obtains a better trade-off than either of these extremes, we maintain that there remains much room for improvement, even when considering the inherent constraints imposed by the Kolmogorov complexity of the data. We note that further comparison to other methods like CRAM [3] and sam_comp [1] is needed. BARCODE is currently a proof-of-principle implementation, and thus we expect that further optimization will improve run time and compression efficiency. Compression ratios may be improved by taking advantage of better general compression tools available such as the ZPAQ library [18] , as fastqz and sam_comp do. Thus far, we have not utilized arithmetic coding techniques because they employ multiple threads and thus introduce significant additional resource requirements. Our approach can also be extended to allow for fast access to variants in the original data by using conventional BFs that are not compressed, and by compressing FN/FP reads using encoding that allows fast random access (at some expense of compression ratio). We aim to investigate these paths in the future. Reads were generated as described in the main text. Quip -r times include bt2 alignment. errors with increasing coverage. The proportion of reads due to errors remains roughly constant, while the proportion due to repeats increases as coverage increases.
the mass is carried by the one and two error terms, leading to a relative error proportion estimate of 100 2 1 − p 98 p 2 + 100 2 (1 − p) 99 p . Table 4 shows this proportion is independent of coverage level.
